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FAQ: World of Fiery Webinar – Color Management 
Inside Fiery XF & Fiery proServer 
 

I use Fiery eXpress. How does the color management differ? 

Both Fiery XF and Fiery eXpress use the same color engine.  Therefore, if you use the same calibration file, ICC Profiles, settings, 
files, printer, and media you should obtain the same results.  The main difference is that you cannot do a full Optimization in eXpress, 
nor can you build calibration sets in Fiery eXpress. EFI offers an upgrade path from Fiery eXpress to Fiery XF if this is a requirement. 
 

What’s the easiest way to match multiple print devices? 

If you build accurate calibration files and media ICC Profiles and use the same settings you will attain a match that many users find to 
be acceptable.  If you require additional accuracy, Optimize the first printer's workflow (Ideally the printer with the smaller gamut) and 
load the result of the optimization result .IT8 file as the "additional dataset" when optimizing the second printer.  
 

How do I know if my Fiery proServer support a printer that I’m about to buy? 

Contact your EFI representative and supply your Dongle ID.  We will check and let you know if you need to update your system 
and/or add any additional licenses. You can also carry out your own check on the Supported Printers and Cutter page on efi.com. 
 

With “Use media profile”, should I be using the RGB or CMYK working color space under the File tab? 

If you are using the "Use media profile" option, leave the working color space set to CMYK. 
 

If I do some of those optimization .3cc corrections, the list will get longer and longer. Which is the best way to get 
easy control of all those files? And how can I delete them easily? 

You will find the .3cc files in your Profiles>Balance folder.  Simply delete any unwanted .3cc files and they will shortly disappear from 
the interface. 
 

What's the difference between “Use media profile” under Simulation profile and simply specifying the correct CMYK 
output profile under source? 

If you do not select "Use media profile", your RGB files will be converted to the smaller CMYK source profile and then to the larger 
Media Profile.  If you select the "Use media profile" option, your RGB files will be converted directly to the Media Profile and you will 
likely retain more of the color in the original file. 
 

What is dynamic rendering intent? 

If you select the Dynamic Rendering Intent option, Fiery XF will compare the gamut of the image with the gamut of the media or 
simulation ICC Profile.  If the gamut of the image is within the gamut of the media or simulation profile, Fiery XF will automatically 
select the Relative Colorimetric rendering intent.  If it is not, Perceptual will be selected.  

http://www.efi.com/products/inkjet-printing-and-proofing/fiery-for-inkjet/fiery-xf-supported-printers-and-cutters/supported-printers/
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If printing RGB, it was suggested to select "Use Media Profile" under simulation profile. Why is this better than 
"none"? 

If you do not select "Use media profile", your RGB files will be converted to the smaller CMYK source profile and then to the larger 
Media Profile.  If you select the "Use media profile" option, your RGB files will be converted directly to the Media Profile and you will 
likely retain more of the color in the original file. 
 

I was told that you can't match but you can be similar. 

"Match" is certainly a dangerous term while "similar" is much safer.  You may be able to sometimes match two outputs but more often 
than not they will be similar.  To be perfectly clear, in the meetings with the IDEAlliance, we have selected to use "shared visual 
appearance". 
 

How do you remove spot color library from the list? 

In your Server>Profiles folder you should see a "Spotcolor" folder containing your custom libraries.  Simply remove them and soon 
they should disappear from the drop-down list.  
 

Pantone periodically updates their 'catalog'. How do I manually update them into Fiery XF? 

We normally add new colors to the libraries when we make available upgrades and, sometimes, updates to Fiery XF.  If you need 
these colors sooner you would need to add them manually using the Color Editor application and save as a custom library. 
 

What size of chart should be used when optimizing workflows? How do the different sized charts affect the results? 

For optimization, I would recommend trying the 234 patch target, especially for a production workflow.  This target has also been 
used successfully by many consultants in proofing workflows although many use the IT8.7/4 target, I believe, because of tradition.  
Use of a smaller target certainly speeds up the process, especially when you use a hand-held device, and can result in smoother 
transition results.  The larger target is, technically, more accurate but noise and measurement errors can cause some issues. 
 

Is it possible to edit or create custom simulation profiles? 

Absolutely.  In Fiery XF and Fiery proServer, with the addition of the Color Profiler option you can build a reference ICC Profile which 
can also be used as a simulation profile.  Also, since we use standard ICC Profiles, you can use other 3rd party packages to build 
these profiles.  Our profile editor limits you to the editing of media profiles only, at this time. 
 

When creating a base linearization in Fiery proServer on a VUTEk press, how do you "print" the actual color swatch 
to measure? When I hit print under the color management section, nothing happens. 

My guess is the Fiery XF is generating an RTL file.  Take a look at the output location set on the Device>Information>Connection 
panel for your Linearization workflow to see where these files are being created and change the location if necessary. 
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Are VCC correction curves working in printer CMYK space or in Source CMYK space? 

The curves are actually applied between the Media ICC Profile and the .epl calibration file. 
 

Will a session be offered that covers spot color tables more in depth? 

Yes.  Our September 30th Webinar, File Preparation for Specialty Printing, will cover some of this in more detail.  To register for this 
session, go to http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2015/WideFormat. Additional online training modules covering this and additional 
topics will be available soon.  
 

When to optimize and when to re-linearize? 

If you have the Color Verifier option, you can decide when the Delta-E values start to get too high but before you start to fail.  As to 
which option to use, I would use the Re-linearization feature in production printing and Optimization for proofing.  In production 
printing, you may want to use Optimization to hold things a little tighter. 
 

If we use embedded profiles in PDF, is it document based color management or object based color management? 

It is Object based, although if you have an output intent built into the PDF file, that too can be honored.  Please refer to the file 
processing workflow document available at http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2015/July8.  
 

Can I use Fiery XF or Fiery ProServer to drive Epson7900 or HPZ3200 series and utilize the embedded I1? 

Yes, you can. But you should check your current licenses first – contact your EFI representative and supply your Dongle ID.  We will 
check and let you know if you need to update your system and/or add any additional licenses.  
 

In proofing, what is the best way to bring your prints back in spec if they start failing the verifications? 

The best and most accurate would be to optimize the workflow.  
 

We are using a Barbieri when developing our profiles in Fiery XF.  However, Color Editor only allows the use of an 
EFI device.  We have the EFI ES-2000 but will this be compatible with profiles built with the Barbieri? 

We support the ES-1000 and ES-2000 for measuring individual samples to add to a library as custom spot colors.  However, for 
optimization of colors in a spot color library we support the use of many more devices including those from Barbieri. 
 

Is there a resource that can explain in depth which search priority we should be using? 

If you do not add any custom colors to the spot color library it won't make any difference what your search priority is as you will only 
have internal colors.  If you add custom spot colors, as either L*a*b* values or CMYK values but NOT both it will, again, make no 
difference.  It is only when you, for example, duplicate an existing spot color and add an additional specification to the existing 
internal spec that you need to be concerned.  In that case, make sure that the specification you used, L*a*b* or CMYK, is selected 
before internal is selected.  If you require additional help, you can contact our Support teams or your dealer.  
 

http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2015/WideFormat
http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2015/July8
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Will you add in the future the RAL color library? 

At the moment, there has been little market interest in adding this library so it is not high on the priority list.  However, that could 
change. 
 

I missed June 17 Color Standards seminar. How can I get the presentation for it? 

All the resources for the Color Standards & Specifications session are available at http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2015/June17.  
 

Can I get the link for the first Webinar of Colors? 

The recording and additional resources for the Color Management Fundamentals session are available at 
http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2015/May27.  
 

I was trying to find the previous presentations. Where can I find these? 

All our World of Fiery sessions are recorded and made available for on-demand viewing. You can find a list of both our recorded 
sessions and upcoming sessions at http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2015/WideFormat.  
 

 

http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2015/June17
http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2015/May27
http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2015/WideFormat
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